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     Brief Summary
Whilst some more callers reported rainfall in various regions, the majority of calls to Radio Ergo’s feedback platform between 21-28 April 2022 were 

about water shortage, continuing drought, and its impact including livestock losses and destruction of farm crops. Callers were concerned about rising 

prices and access to food. Many demanded responses from government and aid organisations. The following summarises the calls by theme.

Drought – among the callers from Togdher in the north, a caller in Beer said they had been devastated by drought conditions and had lost their livestock 

and needed aid. A caller in Buhodle said the rainfall had been short and their crops had died. A caller in Durugsi said the drought was severe and they 

could neither sell nor slaughter their weak animals. Among Sanag callers, one in Badhan said there was water shortage and their goats were dying. A 

caller in Gabidher said they now had no income from livestock produce. Others said water and food were scarce and temperatures were still hot. A 

female caller in Sanag said people needed water and food aid. In Sool, callers in Lasanod said drought and water shortage were severe. A caller in 

Qabribeyan, who said he was disabled, asked for aid. Another caller said he had walked his goats that day to a place where rain had been reported but 

they did not find any water. In Puntland, callers in parts of Bari said they were suffering drought and water shortage and needed the government to help. 

Callers in Dangorayo, Nugal, said they faced water and food shortage. Elsewhere in Puntland a caller said his livestock were dying and wells were running 

dry. Another in an unspecified location said they needed help repairing their well. In Mudug, a caller in Goldogob said he had lost two of his children in 

the drought and almost all of his 50 goats had died. In Galgadud, female callers in Dusamareb, Gideys, and Godinlabe said there was prolonged drought, 

water scarcity, and heat, and they needed aid. A caller in Guriel said they were destitute as Eid approached. In Hiran, a caller in Adaley said they had had 

little rain but the river Shabelle was flowing again. A caller in Beletweyne said many people displaced by drought needed aid. Another said WFP food 

cards were not working. In M. Shabelle, callers including farmers and pastoralists in Jowhar, Balad, and Baadley said they needed aid and help with water. 

A caller in Beledhawo, Gedo, urged the Somali people to help those who were weak from drought.

Rain – many callers celebrated rainfall although some noted the sporadic nature of the showers and that nearby areas remained dry. Callers in various 

parts of Togdher said they had received rainfall and were hopeful, although one said many were now migrating there in search of water. In Ainabo, a 

caller said they had received some rainfall but the food prices were a problem. A female caller in Gardafu, Bari, said heavy rain had destroyed houses. A 

caller in a Nugal valley said the rain was posing a threat and had cut off the roads. A female caller in Galgadud said they needed plastic sheeting for 

shelter. A caller in Wajid, Bakool, said they hoped to get more rainfall but they also remained with insecurity problems.

Prices – female callers in Adado and Guriel said it was now hard to afford food due to price rises.

Health - A caller in Rebey, Baidoa, said they needed intervention to contain a diarrhoea outbreak.

IDPs – in Bari, callers saying they had been displaced there some time ago, including some from Ethiopia, claimed of unfair treatment by locals and lack of 

aid.

Agriculture – among the callers to Radio Ergo’s farming programme, farmers in Middle Shabelle and Galgadud said they needed tools and farm inputs.

Locusts – locust invasions were reported by a couple of callers in Bari and Sanag.
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Date Location Gender Theme Remarks

22/04/2022

Adado   

Galgadud   female Prices

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is I.A in Adado. We are concerned about the steep rise in prices 

especially the flour and cooking oil prices. We need the government to stabilize the prices. 

24/04/2022

Guriel   

Galgadud    female Prices

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is N. in Guriel. There is inflation of food prices in the area and it's 

becoming hard to afford food. 

27/04/2022 Rebey         Bay    male Health

Hello Radio Ergo I am calling from Rebey, near Baidoa. There is widespread diarrhoea in the area 

and we need help. Thank you. 

24/04/2022

Isku-Shuban   

Bari    male IDPs

Hello my name is A.H in Isku-Shuban. We are IDPs that have migrated to this area a long time 

ago and the local people are treating us unfairly. 

24/04/2022 Qandala    Bari    male

IDPs/ 

Refugees

Hello my name is A.F in Timirshe, Qandala. We have been displaced from Ethiopia, we are one of 

the earliest families that arrived in this area however we have been neglected and haven't been 

given the cash aid or the cards. 

21/04/2022

Bali-Alanle   

Togdher    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Bali-Alanle. We are facing drought and water shortage, we 

pray that we get rainfall. Thank you. 

21/04/2022 Beer   Togdher    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo my name is O.A.D in Beer. Drought conditions have devastated us, we have lost 

our livestock and we need aid intervention. Thank you. 

21/04/2022

Buhodle   

Togdher    male WASH 

Hello my name is A.M in Buhodle. The rainfall has been short-lived and our crops have dried up, 

we are are therefore appealing for help. Thank you. 

21/04/2022

Durugsi    

Togdher    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.S.A in Durugsi. We are facing severe drought that has affected 

our livestock. We cannot sell them or slaughter them as they are thin and weak. We hope that 

we get the rainfall. 

22/04/2022

Durugsi   

Togdher     male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is K.A.Y in Durugsi. We are facing drought and pray that we get 

rainfall. Please share our message with the aid organizations so that they can reach us. 

25/04/2022 Togdher        male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo my name is J.H.D in Togdher. There is severe drought and hardship and we need 

aid organizations to help us. Please share our messages. Thank you. 

23/04/2022

Qorilugud   

Togdher    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.M.A in Qorilugud. We are facing drought although there is some 

rainfall reported in nearby areas. I am urging the people to pray to God in this blessed month of 

Ramadan. 

21/04/2022 Badhan   Sanag    male WASH

Hello I am calling from Badhan, Sanag. We are facing drought and water shortage in this area. 

Our goats are dying and we need aid intervention. 

22/04/2022

Gabidheer   

Sanag    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M.Y.J in Gabi-dheer, Sanag region. We are facing drought and 

water shortage, our livestock are getting weak and we we don't get people now buying the 

livestock products. 
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22/04/2022

Hingalol   

Sanag    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Hingalol. We are still waiting for the rainfall and we pray that 

we get it soon. Thank you. 

23/04/2022 Sanag        male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.A.S in Sanag region. There is drought in this area and it continues 

to worsens. We hope that we get rainfall soon. Thank you. 

23/04/2022 Sanag        female WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.M in Sanag region. We are facing prolonged drought and water 

shortage. We need aid organizations to bring us water and food aid. Thank you. 

24/04/2022 Sanag        male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Sanag region. We are still facing drought and food shortage 

although we are in the Gu rainy season. We pray that we get the rainfall soon. 

24/04/2022 Sanag        male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.M. in Sanag region. There is drought and hot temperatures, our 

livestock are in a dire situation and the water is scarce. Please share our message with the aid 

organizations. Thank you. 

26/04/2022

Wirir   

Sarar    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.D in Wirir, Sarar. We are facing drought and water shortage. The 

government has neglected us and we are appealing for help. 

23/04/2022 Lasanod     Sool    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M.S.B. in Lasanod. We are facing severe drought and we hope that 

we will get the rainfall soon since the clouds are starting to form above us. 

23/04/2022 Lasanod     Sool    male WASH 

Hello Radio Ergo my name is F.A.S in Lasanod. We are facing drought and monkeys have been 

attacking us. We are appealing for water aid. Thank you. 

23/04/2022

Qabri-beyan   

Sool    male WASH/PLWD

Hello Radio Ergo my name is A,.M.G ni Qabri-beyan, near Lasanod. We have been hit by drought 

and water shortage. I am a person living with disability and I need help.

25/04/2022 Sool        male WASH

Hello I am calling from Sool region. We are concerned about water shortage and drought which 

is getting severe. The government has neglected us. 

25/04/2022 Sool        male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M.S.M in Sool region. There is drought in the area although the sky 

looks promising and we hope that we get rainfall soon. 

25/04/2022 Sool        male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo my name is O.M in Sool region. Today I have tried to walk my goats to areas 

that were reported to have got rainfall, however we haven't got the rainfall and we are facing 

water shortage. We are appealing for help. Thank you.

25/04/2022 Somaliland        male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, there is drought in this area and wild animals including monkeys, foxes and 

hyenas are coming out to invade our spaces. 

25/04/2022 Somaliland        male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is F.M. We are facing drought and I am urging the people of 

Somaliland to come together and pray to God for rainfall. Thank you. 

25/04/2022 Somaliland        female WASH

Hello my name is A.Y in Somaliland. We are facing drought and we pray that we get the rainfall 

soon. Thank you. 
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23/04/2022

Qardo 

Bari    male WASH

Hello my name is M.M in Qardo. There is drought and water scarcity and I am urging people to 

pray to God instead of turning to the aid organizations. Only God can satisfy us. 

23/04/2022

Qardo 

Bari    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo my name is O.M in Qardo. The rainfall has delayed and we are facing drought. 

We are appealing for aid intervention. 

21/04/2022 Bari        female WASH

Hello my name is H.M.A in Bari region. We are facing drought and we would like to know what 

help we can get. Thank you. 

22/04/2022

Karkar  

Bari    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Karkar. We are facing drought and water shortage. We 

therefore need the Puntland government to help us get water aid. Thank you. 

23/04/2022

Megaagadher   

Bari    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M.M. Meegaga-dher, Bari. There is drought and water scarcity in 

this region. We need aid organisations to know about our situation and reach us. 

21/04/2022

Dangorayo   

Nugal    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Dan-gorayo. We are facing drought and food shortage, we are 

appealing for help. Thank you. 

21/04/2022

Dangorayo   

Nugal    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is D.S.W in Dan-gorayo, Nugal. We are facing drought and harsh 

weather conditions. We need the federal government to help us. 

23/04/2022 Nugal        female WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is F. in Nugal region. We are concerned about the drought and water 

shortage in the area. Thank you. 

23/04/2022 Puntland        male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, we are facing drought and prolonged dry season. Our livestock are dying and 

the water wells are drying up. We need the Puntland government to help in harsh weather 

conditions. 

23/04/2022 Puntland        male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is S.M.F. We are facing drought and our water well has broken down. 

We need help in fixing the well, please share our message. Thank you

23/04/2022 Puntland        male WASH

Hello my name is A.M.A in Girdishii, there has been a prolonged drought and we have not got 

rainfall. Thank you Radio Ergo. 

23/04/2022 Puntland        male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.M in Girdishi. We are facing drought and we pray that we get 

rainfall. Thank you. 

27/04/2022

Galkayo   

Mudug    female WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is F. in Galkayo. There is severe drought in this area and we are 

appealing for help. Thank you. 

22/04/2022

Goldogob   

Mudug    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Goldogob. We had been facing drought that killed almost 50 

of my goats. I have also lost two of my children in the dry season. 

21/04/2022

Biyo-Gadud   

Galgadud    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is S.I in Biyo-Gadud. We are facing drought and water shortage and 

we pray that we get rainfall. Thank you. 
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27/04/2022

Dhusamareb   

Galgadud    female WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Dhusamareb. We are facing drought and water scarcity and 

we need the government to reach us. Thank you. 

26/04/2022

Gidheys   

Galgadud    female WASH

Hello my name is F.A. in Gidheys. We are facing drought and heat, we pray that we get rainfall. It 

hard to fast in these hot temperatures when you can't drink water. 

26/04/2022

Gidheys   

Galgadud    female WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is H. in Gidheys. We are facing severe drought and we need aid 

intervention. Thank you. 

26/04/2022

Godinlabe   

Galgadud     female WASH/ Health

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is N.A in Godinlabe. We are facing prolonged drought that has hit us. 

Also I would like the doctor to tell us how hepatitis can be treated. 

22/04/2022

Guriel   

Galgadud    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M.H.A I am calling from Guriel. There is severe drought in this area 

and we are approaching the Eid festival and we are destitute. 

26/04/2022 Galgadud        male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A. in Galgadud. The expected rainfall has delayed and we hope that 

we get it before Ramadan ends. Thank you. 

27/04/2022 Adaley     Hiran    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M.O in Adaley, Hiran. We haven't got much rain but we are glad 

that the Shabelle river is flowing with water. 

21/04/2022

Beledweyne   

Hiran    male WASH

Hello am calling from Beledweyne region. We have been displaced by drought and there are 

many people who have been displaced and we need help. Thank you. 

26/04/2022 Hiran        male WASH/Aid

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Hiran. I have been given food cards by WFP and then they tell 

us they are not working. We don't know what is wrong with the cards and we need aid 

intervention. 

26/04/2022 Hiran        male WASH

Hello my name is M.A.A in Hiran region. There is drought in this region and we need the Somali 

people to help us. Please send us cash aid to our phone numbers. 

26/04/2022

Jowhar   

M.Shabelle    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.A in Jowhar, Middle Shabelle. There is drought in this region and 

we are still waiting for the rainfall. Thank you. 

27/04/2022

Bal'ad   

M.Shabelle    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.A.A in Bal'ad. We are facing drought and water shortage, we 

need aid organizations to help us get water. Thank you. 

26/04/2022

Ba'adley   

M.Shabelle     male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Ba'adley, M.Shabelle. We are farmers and pastoralists that 

have been hit by drought and we are appealing for help. Thank you. 

22/04/2022

Baidoa 

Bay    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Baidoa, which has been facing water shortage as the water 

sources are drying up. We need aid organizations to help us. Thank you. 

26/04/2022

Beled-Hawo   

Gedo    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Beled-hawo. We are facing prolonged drought and water 

scarcity and I am urging the Somali people to help the weak among them. 

27/04/2022 Gedo        female WASH

Hello I am calling from Gedo, my name is J. There has been a severe drought that has hit the 

country and it's only God that can alleviate the conditions brought by the drought. 
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27/04/2022 South Central        male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, there is widespread drought in the area and we pray that we get the rainfall 

soon. Thank you. 

27/04/2022

Somali Region   

Ethiopia    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A. in Somali-Ethiopia region. There is drought in this region and the 

rainfall has delayed. Please share our message. Thank you. 

22/04/2022

Gardafu   

Bari    male Locust

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Gardafu. There are swarms of locusts that have descended on 

our livestock and eaten away our vegetation. 

23/04/2022 Sanag        male Locust/  WASH

Hello Radio Ergo my name is I.M.J in Sanag region. There has been drought and locusts that still 

continue to wreak havoc. 

26/04/2022 Badhan   Sanag    female Livestock

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.M in Badhan, my goats have got diarrhoea and I don't know how 

to treat them. Thank you.

24/04/2022 Sool        male Livestock

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is K.A.A in Sool region. I would like to know how the goat medicine 

affect their milk. Some medicines are injected while others are applied to the livestock bodies, 

do they have the same effect on the livestock milk and meat? 

23/04/2022 Somaliland        male Livestock

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.A.O. Our livestock have been attacked by ticks and I would like to 

know if we can inject them with acaricide medicine. Thank you. 

26/04/2022

Jariban   

Mudug    male Livestock

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M.A in Jariban, Mudug. Our livestock have got cowpox disease and 

we would like to know how we can treat our livestock. 

23/04/2022

Abudwak   

Galgadud    male Livestock

Hello my name is I.D.N in Abudwak. I would like to ask the vet doctor how long we can wait 

before we can drink the milk of livestock injected with medicines for example if they are injected 

with acaricide medicine. 

27/04/2022

Wanlaweyn   L. 

Shabelle    male Livestock

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M. in Wanlaweyn. I would like to know how we can treat CCPP 

disease in livestock. Our livestock are sick and we would like to get expert advice. Thank you.

23/04/2022

Baidoa 

Bay    male Livestock

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.A.H in Baidoa. I would like to start chicken farming however this 

region has not been good for chicken keeping due to diseases. I would like the experts to tell us 

how we can save them and make a living from the chickens. 

23/04/2022

Salagle   

M.Juba    male Livestock

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M.A I am calling from Salagle, Middle Juba. Our livestock have got 

diseases and we need help so that we can treat them. Thank you. 

26/04/2022

Buhodle   

Togdher    male Agriculture

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.O. in Buhodle. I would like to ask the agriculture expert to tell us 

if the different crops such as watermelons, onions and peppers can all use the same chemicals 

and pesticides? Thank you. 

27/04/2022

Dadmaren   

Togdher    male Agriculture

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Daadmaren. We are farmers and our farm produce have been 

attacked by pests which have come with the rain. 
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25/04/2022

Abudwak   

Galgadud    male Agriculture

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Abudwak. We are in the rainy season and we need the 

agriculture expert to tell us how we can plant our crops in the farm lands and other areas. 

26/04/2022

Dhusamareb   

Galgadud    male Agriculture

Hello my name is H. in Dhusamareb. I am a farmer and we are now in the planting season, we 

would like to get the equipment to cultivate the land. Thank you 

22/04/2022

Middle 

Shabelle        male Agriculture

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.I. in Middle Shabelle. We would like to get pesticides that are 

used to spray the farms and improve produce. 

25/04/2022

Lughaya   

Awdal    male Rain

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Lughaya. We have got the rainfall and we are doing well. We 

thank God. 

27/04/2022

Bali-dhiig   

Togdher    male Rain

Hello I am calling from Bali-dhiig, we have got the rainfall in this area and we pray that we get 

more rainfall. The areas that are still reporting drought and water shortage should pray to God. 

22/04/2022

Buhodle   

Togdher    male Rain

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M.M. in Buhodle. We have got the rainfall and there is rain water 

collecting everywhere. We are doing better. 

27/04/2022

Buhodle    

Togdher    male Rain

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Buhodle. My name is H.M, we have got good rainfall and we 

are doing better. Thank you Radio Ergo.

24/04/2022

Buhodle   

Togdher    male Rain

Hello Radio Ergo A.M in Buhodle. We have got rainfall and we are doing well although there have 

been families that have migrated to this area after we got the rainfall. 

26/04/2022

Oodweyne   

Togdher    male Rain

Hello I am calling from Oodweyne. We have got rainfall and we are recovering from the drought 

effects. We thank God for his mercy

27/04/2022 Sanag         male Rain

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is N.A.H in Sanag region. We have got rainfall and we are happy. 

Thank you Radio Ergo for your broadcasts. 

22/04/2022 Sanag        male Rain

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.I.W in Sanag, Somaliland. We have got some rainfall and we 

thank God. Have a good Friday. 

26/04/2022 Ainabo     Sarar    male Rain/Prices

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is Y.A in Ainabo. We have received the Gu rainfall. Our main concern 

is the inflation of prices and I am urging the businesses to lower the prices. Thank you. 

27/04/2022 Lasanod    Sool    male Rain

Hello my name is K.A.M in Lasanod. We have got the rainfall although the temperature in the 

area has not cooled down. We hope that other regions will also get the rainfall. 

25/04/2022 Somaliland        male Rain

Hello Radio my name is A.A in Maro-madobeye. We have finally got rainfall and we are doing 

well. We thank God. 

22/04/2022 Somaliland        male Rain

Hello Radio Ergo, we have finally got rainfall, although it was little showers. The dry season is 

over and many people are migrating to this area. 
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26/04/2022 Somaliland        male Rain

Hello my name is A.M, we have got the rainfall and we are doing better. People are recovering 

from the drought. Thank you. 

27/04/2022

Gardafu 

Bari female Rain/Storms

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is D.A.A in Bargal, Gardafu. We have got rainfall and storms, some of 

the houses have been destroyed. Thank you.

27/04/2022 Nugal        male Rain/Floods

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Nugal, we are living in the valley and the rains are posing 

danger. The roads are getting blocked. 

27/04/2022

Galkayo   

Mudug    male Rain

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is H.H.M in Galkayo. We have got heavy rainfall after a long dry 

season, we thank God. 

26/04/2022 Mudug        male Rain

Hello my name is M.A.W in Mudug region. We are doing well and we have got the rainfall. We 

hope that other regions that are still complaining about drought will get the rainfall. 

21/04/2022

Abduwak   

Galgadud    male Rain

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Abudwak. We didn't get much rainfall although the 

temperature has cooled down. We pray that we can get more rain. Thank you for this 

opportunity to share our thoughts. 

27/04/2022

Guriel   

Galgadud    male Rain

Hello my name is S.M.H in Guriel. We have got rainfall and we are doing better, although there 

still are many areas that have not got the rainfall. 

22/04/2022

Bahdo   

Galgadud    male Rain

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A. in Bahdo. We are doing well and we have got the rainfall. We 

thank God. 

23/04/2022

Hero-Load   

Galgadud    female Rain/Shelter

Hello Radio Ergo,  my name is F.A in Hero-Lo'ad, we have got the rainfall and we therefore need 

plastic shelters to protect us from the rain. Thank you.

25/04/2022

Adado   

Galgadud    female Rain

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is N. in Adado. We have got rainfall, and we are happy, we thank 

God. Many parts of Galgadud have got the rainfall. 

21/04/2022

Middle 

Shabelle         male Rain

Hello Radio Ergo my name is I. in Middle Shabelle. We have finally got the rainfall and we thank 

God. 

27/04/2022

Barawe          L. 

Shabelle    female Rain

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is S.A.J in Barawe, Lower Shabelle. We have got rainfall and I think 

the areas that haven't got the rain should pray to God. 

23/04/2022 Bay        male Rain

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is H.O in Bay region. We have got rainfall after a long dry season. We 

hope that other regions will also get the rainfall. Thank you. 

21/04/2022 Wajid    Bakool    male Rain/Security

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is I.N.M in Wajid. We have got rainfall and we pray that we get more 

rainfall. We are now only concerned about the security in the area. 

27/04/2022 Bakool        male Rain

Hello my name is H. in Bakool. We have got rainfall and there is abundant water supply. We 

thank God and we hope other areas will get the rainfall. Thank you. 

22/04/2022 Gedo        male Rain

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.A.A in Gedo region. We have been facing drought and water 

shortage but we are happy the rainfall has resumed. We thank God. 
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22/04/2022 Bardera   Gedo    male Rain

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is O.H in Bardera, Gedo. We have got rainfall and our livestock are 

recovering from the drought. We thank God. 

21/04/2022 Bardera   Gedo    male Rain

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is Y.A in Bardera. We have got rainfall in the past two days and we 

pray that the rainfall continues. Thank you. 

21/04/2022 South Central        male Rain

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Laan-Fayoko. We are doing well and we have been getting 

rainfall for the past few days. We thank God. 

26/04/2022 South Central         male Rain

Hello Radio Ergo, we have got rainfall after a prolonged dry season. We thank God and I urge 

people to continue to pray for the rainfall. Thank you. 

26/04/2022

Somali Region  

Ethiopia    male Rain

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.I. in Hashin, Somali Region, Ethiopia. The rainfall has begun in 

this area and we have got some good rainfall. 

26/04/2022

Somali Region 

Ehtiopia male Rain

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.M.S in Gashamo. We got heavy rainfall last night, we are doing 

better and people are starting to migrate to this area. 

23/04/2022

Beledweyne   

Hiran    male COVID19

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is I. in Beledweyne. I would the doctor to tell us how we can survive 

the Coronavirus disease. Thank you. 

21/04/2022 Bardera   Gedo    female COVID19

Hello my name is S.A.A in Bardera. I would like to know how the Coronavirus affects people, is it 

like the flu or is it different. Thank you. 

21/04/2022

Galkayo   

Mudug    female Migration 

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is S.A. in Galkayo. One of my daughters has travelled overseas on a 

dangerous journey. She has been captured by militias. I have already sold my land when my 

previous child was captured and now we don't have the ability to pay them off. We are appealing 

for help. Thank you. 

25/04/2022

Baidoa  

Bay    female Education  

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is I. in Baidoa. I am a student and I have been facing challenges from 

my parents, although I always wanted to continue my education until university. I therefore need 

help. Thank you. 
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